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The
Problem
Technology to turn scrap tyres
in to a saleable product has
been around for some time.
However, making this
technology financially viable
has been another issue with
high maintenance and
servicing costs proving
problematic.

The
Solution
Tyre Shredders UK Limited
(TSUK) has the solution with
their GS range of tyre
granulation plants,
incorporating the unique
TS100 tyre shredding system.
This takes away the problem
of high consumable costs and
fire risk as all steel is removed
prior to granulation taking
place.



Stage 1,
debeading
For large truck and super-
single tyres only, the large
diameter bead wire must be
removed prior to shredding
to protect the machine. This
is done efficiently with our
DB30 debeader which will
pull both beads out clean in
one simple operation.



Stage 2,
Pre-
shredding
Purely as an option to
increase output and reduce
consumable wear, pre-
shredding can take place at
the front of the system. Our
versatile TP series pre-
shredders will take whole
tyres down to sub-300mm
pieces for further processing.
Machines are automatically
controlled and fed via belt
conveyors.



Stage 3, 
TS
shredding
to 20mm
Our TS100 machines will now
take whole and pre-shredded
tyres and in its unique
operation, remove virtually
all steel and produce 20mm
wire-free rubber chips for
granulation.



Stage 4,
Metal
removal
With 99.9% of the steel
removed in our TS100
machines, we need to now
separate this with over band
magnet, prior to granulation.
The steel is conveyed to a skip
for easy collection.



Stage 5,
Granulation 
Once all steel is lifted away
from the 20mm rubber chips,
the feedstock is automatically
conveyed in to a two-stage
granulation system. This
permits the high-volume
processing down to <4mm
crumb. At this size, it is
possible for us to liberate
virtually all textile from the
rubber. With steel already
removed at stage 3 of the
process, blade life and
therefore production
availability of the system is
greatly increased



Stage 6,
Material
Grading
and
Separation
With a proven system of
screening and separation
systems, including air tables
to lift away free textile, we
can fully ‘clean’ the
granulated rubber and grade
into the required sizes. These
would normally be 2-4mm, 1-
2mm and <1mm for re-sale in
to the crumb rubber market
place.



1. Separation system 2. Trommel screen 3. Air table

4. Bagging station 5. Discharge with magnet 6. Crumb rubber
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Materials

1. Bead wire removed with DB30 2. TP-Series pre-shredder

3. Pre-shredded tyres 4. Rubber Crumb
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Low
emission
Throughout the GS plant,
there are numerous
extraction points were
airborne textile fibres are
sucked away with the air
extraction system. This
contains the fibre and helps
to prevent the potential
Health & Safety and fire risks
associated with these fibres.

The sophisticated filter system
allows secure storage of the
textile fibre in a container or
compactor for efficient
disposal and well within
current emissions regulations.



GS System 
throughput rates

GS200 System

Input 
2860kg/hr of mixed tyres to the TP-TS system

Output
Rubber granule Output (<4mm) 1,890 kg/hr
Liberated high-tensile steel 684 kg/hr
Liberated textile fibres 286 kg/hr 

GS400 System

Input 
5715kg/hr of mixed tyres to the TP-TS system

Output
Rubber granule Output (<4mm) 3,771 kg/hr
Liberated high-tensile steel 1,372 kg/hr
Liberated textile fibres 572 kg/hr 

The Crumb Rubber Market Place
Producing clean, crumb rubber opens up a huge, developing market place to sell your raw material in to.
Current uses include;

In the sports sector - Athletic tracks, cycling paths and sports pitches

In the public sector - Low-impact play surfaces for parks and gardens, swimming pool areas, 
gangways/catwalks, carpet underlay, docks, gyms, pavements and road applications

In the building sector - Anti-shock matting, anti-vibration materials, soundproofing panels and 
industrial soundproofing

In the railways sector - Anti-vibration carpets on the underground, tram and over ground railway lines 
and soundproof barriers



The System Process
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Debeading and pre-shredding

TS100 system

Metal separation

Granulation

Screening and separation

Bagging of finished product

20mm chip take
off (option)

Textile Fibre
Extraction System
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